Is the incidence of differentiated thyroid cancer increased in patients with thyrotropin-secreting adenomas? Report of three cases from a large consecutive series.
Patients with a thyrotropin-secreting pituitary adenoma (TSHoma) are exposed to unregulated and inappropriately high levels of thyrotropin (TSH). Given the rarity of this condition, it is not known whether this chronic TSH stimulation of the thyroid gland might represent a risk factor for the development of differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC). We analyzed the incidence of DTC in a large cohort of patients with TSHomas. The study population consisted of all consecutive patients who underwent neurosurgery for a TSHoma between 1990 and 2013. Criteria for the diagnosis of TSHoma in patients without previous thyroid ablative procedures included elevated free thyroid hormones and normal/high serum TSH concentrations, presence of a lesion at magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and abnormal response of TSH to at least one dynamic test. Patients who had received thyroid ablative procedures were required to have a pituitary lesion on MRI and TSH levels not suppressed while on levothyroxine therapy at doses causing elevation of free thyroid hormone levels. Sixty-two patients (32 females, 30 males) underwent surgery for a TSHoma at our center. Among them, 3 patients had a coexistent diagnosis of DTC with an estimated incidence of 4.8%. In 2 patients, DTC was diagnosed during the evaluation for suspected TSH-dependent hyperthyroidism, whereas in the third patient, diagnosis of DTC preceded the detection of the pituitary tumor. The elevated incidence of DTC in patients with TSHoma suggests a possible role of TSH hypersecretion in the development of thyroid tumors. A formal high-resolution ultrasound of the thyroid is recommended in patients diagnosed with a TSHoma, especially if a long history of the pituitary tumor is suspected. Moreover, suspicion about the presence of TSHoma should be raised by the lack of suppression of TSH levels despite adequate doses of levothyroxine after thyroidectomy for DTC.